Biodiversity has expanded from few species at the beginning of the Phanerozoic (541 Ma ago) to some million species today. Large collections of fossils have enormously increased our understanding of the history of Earth's biodiversity. The underlying processes governing this diversification are, however, poorly understood and a compelling interpretation of the fossil data remains challenging [1] . Whereas it is commonly accepted that continental biodiversity exhibited exponential growth [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , the growth dynamics of marine life, albeit documented in substantially larger detail, has been controversially debated.
Pioneering work on both the Fossil Record 2 [7] and Sepkoski's compendium [8] suggested that after a first increase the total diversity remained fluctuating around a constant level for roughly 200 million years and suddenly continued to increase [9, 10] . The constant level has traditionally been associated with the equilibrium of a logistic growth. In particular, Sepkoski identified three evolutionary faunas and modeled their diversity by three coupled logistic equations with model parameters fitted to the fossil data [11, 12] . This model explains the emergence of a biodiversity equilibrium together with a subsequent increase. A model combining exogenous impacts and logistic growth has been suggested by Courtillot and Gaudemer [13] . Their model is based on four time segments separated by three mass extinctions, where each segment is described by a logistic growth process with an individual equilibrium level. More recently, an analysis that identifies and overcomes the sampling bias in previous fossil data analyses suggests that the increase in biodiversity after the 200 million years period of stagnation may be a mere artifact [14] , and simple logistic growth with fluctuations around a single equilibrium level a sufficient model (see Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
These models are based on the assumption that new species establish and remain in presence only if they successfully compete for space or resources. Therefore the diversity at large scales approaches an equilibrium as a result of a global logistic growth process. Empirical evidence for this hypothesis has been found in the fossil data [1, 15] , in particular the observation that the extinction and origination rates are dependent on the relative number of species [16] .
The causes for equilibria in the diversity of marine life have been discussed controversially. The equilibria might be the result of an expanding diversity punctuated by extinction events [17] , or an artifact of the subsumption of species in higher taxonomic groups [18] . Exponential growth may display an equilibrium due to an overcompensating correction of sampling bias [5] . In contrast, recent studies strongly support the exponential hypothesis for continental biodiversity [3] [4] [5] [6] suggesting that either the growth dynamics of continental diversity may crucially differ from marine diversity [3, 5] , or that both grow exponentially [2] .
This demonstrates that arguments and empirical evidence in this debate on equilibrium and expansion are contradictory. While there is a large body of work on logistic growth models, frameworks based on the assumption of an expanding diversity are, to our knowledge, absent.
We present a model supporting the expansion hypothesis with few simple reasonable assumptions. The dynamics of this model results in exponential growth that, however, transiently slows down or is even interrupted for some time. Specifically, while the average diversity grows exponentially, the species dependency network may develop into an unstable imbalanced state where many species depend on few. In our model a transiently increased extinction rate compensates the speciation rate and causes a reorganization of the network to the balanced state as being the attractor of the system. The impact of this mechanism which results in periods of a stagnating diversity is determined by the ratio of the extinction to speciation probability. A comparison with the fossil data suggests that marine and continental taxa indeed have different ratios of the extinction to the origination probability which may explain the qualitative difference of marine and continental biodiversity growth.
Model In our model species can become extinct due to abiotic causes (random exogenous extinctions) like a changing environment, or are threatened by biotic causes from extinction cascades in the dependency network (endogenous extinctions).
As a result, the size of extinction events ranges from one to all species, which is in agreement with the fossil data [16] . In contrast to ecological networks such as food webs, mutualistic networks and host-parasitoid networks [19] [20] [21] [22] , the dependency network does not represent the interactions between individuals of different species but whether the existence of one species necessarily requires the presence of another species.
Two types of species are organized at certain dependency levels l ≥ 1. Species at level l = 1 are independent. In each iteration, they become extinct, with probability ε, or speciate to a new species, with probability µ. Hence, the relative extinction probability
is the main parameter of the model. In marine genera evidence has been reported for an age selectivity implying an extinction risk that "drops off rapidly among the youngest age cohorts and thereafter shows little relationship to age" [23] . Here we model speciation-extinction processes on long time scales. Thus, firstly, we ignore the increased risk for the youngest cohorts and consider a constant extinction probability, known as Van-Valen's Law [24] . Secondly, species at level l ≥ 2 are directly dependent on only one other species [41] . In each step, these species give rise to a new species with probability µ, or become extinct if the species they depend on becomes extinct (Fig. 1) . Secondly, we ignore interspecies competition which may be a dominant force on short but not on long time scales [25, 26] . The dependencies are determined by the following rules. Initially there are n 1 (0) = k independent species at the lowest level l = 1. If a species at level l = 1 gives rise to a new species, then the new species is placed with a probability γ ≤ 0.5 at level l = 2, thus being dependent, and with the probability 1 − γ at level l = 1, in this case being independent of other species. If a species at a higher level l ≥ 2 speciates, with the probability γ we place the new species at level l − 1, with probability γ at level l + 1, and with probability 1 − 2γ at level l, the level of its ancestor. When a species originates at level l ≥ 2, it becomes dependent on a randomly chosen species located at level l − 1.
Using a mean field approximation for the dependency network and the continuum limit for time t, levels l and occupation numbers n l we obtain the reaction-diffusion equation
Since the model is defined only for l ≥ 1, the Neumann boundary condition at l = 1 2 ensures a zero net diffusion between l = 0 and l = 1. Regardless of the initial conditions, the occupation numbers n l , the solution of Eq. (2), equilibrate to a half-normal distribution
see Fig. 2 . The balanced state characterized by Eq. (3) is the attractor of the dynamics, where the expectation value of the extinction probability equals λN and the diversity grows exponentially, N (t) := l n l ∼ e (µ−ε)t .
The lifetime distribution for species within a given time window of size T follows an exponential decay
where a is the species age. This result is in agreement with the majority of the literature on marine species [27] [28] [29] [30] . Episodic Stagnation All species which are dependent on a common species at level 1 constitute a dependency tree. Given the survival of the root the growth of tree i at level l is governed by the simple differential equation
Given the root species of the tree appears at time t = t i , we have s i1 (t) = 1 for t ≥ t i which enables us to calculate the other occupation levels. Specifically, for a relative extinction probability λ 1 close to unity, after a short transient period, dependency trees necessarily grow much faster than the (average) total diversity N (t) ∼ e (µ−ε)t as the solution of Eq. (5) reads
A sum over all levels yields the size of the complete dependency tree
This means that the longer an independent species is spared from extinction, the more species are dependent on it and that the number S of species of a dependency tree increases exponentially.
Since the growth of a dependency tree becomes substantially accelerated at higher levels (Eq. (6)), a single tree may lead to a sudden imbalance of the entire dependency network such that many species at high levels depend on few independent species at level l = 1 (Fig. 2) . In particular, when the dependency network has not returned to the balanced state large extinction cascades are more frequent. During such time periods the temporarily increased extinction rate results in the suppression of the diversity growth and the emergence of a plateau.
In Fig. 3 we have exemplified this behavior. An elevated value of the diversity drives the system to an imbalanced state, and peaks in the diversity are followed by relatively stable plateaus. Specifically, the system undergoes a transition back to a balanced state characterized by a half-normal distribution as depicted for three selected time points.
The probability to find the system in an imbalanced state depends not only on λ but also on the total diversity N . To examine this by computer simulations, we characterize an imbalanced state by the criterion argmax l (n l ) = 1. Thus, the system switches to an imbalanced state as soon as the level l = 1 ceases to be the most populated. Fig. 4 (inset) shows how the probability P im to find the dependency network in such an imbalanced state depends on λ and N . The reason for this emerging pattern is that imbalanced states are caused by large dependency trees. This, however, becomes unlikely for λ close to zero or a large total diversity.
Extinction rate distribution By employment of single event analysis [31] [32] [33] we calculate the size distribution of extinction events, the number of species S involved in single extinction cascades, which follows P (S) = S −2 (Supplementary Information). Many models have primarily aimed at reproducing this power law behavior [34] [35] [36] . However, first, the distribution is not directly comparable to an extinction distribution obtained from the fossil data because the fossil data do not resolve distinct extinction cascades. Second, the type of the extinction distribution in the fossil data is controversial [16, 37, 38] . Since the extinction rate depends on the size of the considered time interval [39, 40] and the total number of species, its fluctuations are only properly characterized by conditional probability measures. This suggests that a discrimination be made between the extinction rate and the size of an extinction event. For this reason we calculated in addition to the size distribution of extinction events the extinction rate distribution. Irrespectively of details of the extinction dynamics we analytically demonstrate that an exponentially increasing extinction rate (caused by an exponentially growing biodiversity) necessarily leads to an extinction rate distribution following a double power law with an exponent of −1 for small rates, and −2 for large rates, respectively (see Supplementary Information,  Fig. S2 ). Note that this prediction is exact.
Next we ask whether and how marine and continental diversity are determined by different values of λ. We test this (on the level of families [42]) by applying two different methods to the data of Fossil Record 2 [43] . Our model predicts the exponential growth of the diversity N (t) ∼ e αt , α := µ − ε, together with the exponential decay of the lifetime distribution, Eq. (4). Fits of these functions to the fossil data yield the estimation of the parameters α and µ, and thus an estimation of the relative extinction probability λ = µ−α µ , Eq. (1). Applying this method to the fossil data (Fig. 5) , we obtain λ mar = 0.69(1) for the marine, and λ cont = 0.55(2) for the continental biodiversity. In a second approach, independent of predictions of our model, we study the relation between percent extinction and percent origination (Fig.  6 ). Bootstrapping suggests that the slope for the marine data, λ mar , is higher than the slope for the continental data, λ cont (evidence ratio of 9:1), with the most likely values λ mar = 0.68 and λ cont = 0.57.
Note that a conclusive comparison with the model is impossible because it would require multiple realizations of Earth's history. Instead, we ask how the behavior of the model qualitatively changes if λ jumps from λ cont to λ mar . As illustrated in Fig. 3 the duration of the imbalanced state correlates with the duration of the stagnation. Thus we infer from Fig. 4 that stagnations lasting longer than a certain duration d occur for λ mar = 0.68 more than twice as frequent as for λ cont = 0.57.
Discussion We have identified and studied a model where species speciate randomly and become extinct either due to endogenous or exogenous causes. Exogenous impacts occur with a constant probability whereas en- dogenous impacts are caused by extinction avalanches propagating through a system of interdependent species.
Assuming an expanding diversity, a long term stagnation, such as in the marine diversity, seems unlikely to be the coincidental result of exponential growth superimposed by random extinction events. Using exact methods, we have demonstrated how a dependency network of species, which on very large scales grows exponentially, may evolve to an imbalanced state which implies long term stagnation. Imbalanced states, however, are unstable and thus the network necessarily reorganizes to a balanced state and continues growing. This means that by taking the dependencies of species into account long stagnations turn out to be a typical behavior instead of a coincidental result, hence the imbalanced states are a plausible origin for long term stagnation of marine diversity.
The crucial parameter which determines this behavior is the ratio of the extinction to speciation probability. Two independent methods of analyzing the fossil data suggest that this ratio is substantially different for marine and continental diversity, which provides a potential explanation for the qualitatively different growth of marine and continental diversity. of m species and the extinction probability at level 1 is ε1, species at higher levels would go extinct rapidly, because their extinction probability ε l = 1 − (1 − ε l−1 ) m increases with l and m. If it were dependent on the presence of at least one of other m species with extinction probabilities ε it would show age selectivity because its extinction probability εm(t) = ε m increases while the species it depends on E[m] = m0e −εt decreases with time. Figure S1 shows the biodiversity for marine and continental species from Ref. [1] . The inset displays two other diversity curves for marine species, but at a different taxonomic level (genera) and based on different databases and methods (raw data of Sepkoski's compendium [2] and sampling-standardized data of the Paleobiology Database [3] ). This demonstrates that arguments and empirical evidence in the debate on equilibrium and expansion are controversially. In the following we derive an analytical framework that provides a possible explanation for marine and continental biodiversity growth.
Level distribution of diversity
We derive the level distribution by solving a rate equation based on the rules of the model as described in the paper. If a level l is populated with n l species, εn l species will become extinct and µn l new species will be produced in one time step. A small ratio γ of the new species will live at either a higher or a lower level. An exception is the lowest level l = 1, where a ratio γ 2 of the new species live at level l = 2 and the remaining new species stay at level l = 1. This dynamics is described by the following rate equation:
We reduce equation S1 by one parameter with a dimensionless time, t → µt, and with a dimensionless parameter for a relative extinction probability λ = ε µ . By adding (virtually) n 0 as a boundary condition n 0 = n 1 , equation S1 becomes valid for l ≥ 1 and equation S2 is consequently redundant.
with n 0 = n 1 and n 1 (0) = k.
S2
We derive the growth of the total diversity by summation of equation S3 over l:
dN dt = (1 − λ)N, and thus (S6)
To derive the distribution n l of the diversity among the levels we solve equation S3, which is apart from the term (1 − λ)n l similar to the discrete diffusion equation (solved for example in [4] ). By using the ansatz n l (t) = e αt I l (βt), where I is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, and using the following relation for the derivative of
we obtain a solution for equation S3,
To satisfy the boundary condition we add a virtual image of our solution at l ≤ 0 mirroring l ≥ 1. The solution with arbitrary initial values n l (0) is
Since we restrict the initial condition to k species at the lowest level and 0 at higher levels, n l (0) = kδ l−1 , equation S10 simplifies to
It will be useful to solve equation S3 in a second way, which is a good approximation and provides a simpler expression for n l (t) than equation S11. The difference equation S3 becomes a partial differential equation by considering l as a continuous variable, and replacing the second order difference quotient with respect to l with the second derivative
This yields a diffusion equation with a source term, whereby we replace the condition n 0 = n 1 by a Neumann boundary
As the initial value we choose n l (0) = 2kδ(l − 1 2 ), which is close to n 1 (0) = k but satisfies the Neumann boundary condition. The solution is a Gaussian function with a growing height and a growing variance σ 2 t = 2γt,
Lifetime distribution
As a first step, we derive the lifetime distribution L (a) of a fixed group of species with the relative extinction probability λ. This lifetime distribution is an exponential decay because the probability density L (a) to reach an age of a decreases with the time by a factor of λ.
Recall that the lifetime distribution obtained from the fossil data is based on all species which became extinct during the Phanerozoic. We define a second lifetime distribution with a comparable definition. We call L T (a) the lifetime distribution of all species which emerged and died during a time interval [0, T ]. This lifetime distribution is different from L (a) because new species originate during the time interval, thereby young species are more likely. The number of species which originate at time t is N (t) = ke (1−λ)t . The probability density that one of these species, which originated during the time interval [0, T ], appeared at time t is
The probability density to emerge at time t and die at age a is P T (t)L (a). Now the lifetime distribution L T (a) is the integral of this product over all times 0 ≤ t ≤ T − a (species, which appear later than t = T − a and survive the time a will not die within the interval [0, T ]).
The normalization constant is c = 1 λ and the approximation in the last step takes into account that T 1. Equation S18 written in terms of an age in real time instead of dimensionless time becomes L T (a) = µe −µa . Consequently, the lifetime distribution obtained from the fossil data with all species which became extinct during the Phanerozoic decays exponentially with the speciation probability (in contrast to the lifetime distribution L (a) written in terms of real time, which decays exponentially with the extinction probability).
Extinction event distribution
Since our model does not reach a stationary state, we define the extinction event distribution on a time interval [0, T ]. The following calculation shows that this distribution follows a power law with exponent −2. An extinction event is the coincident extinction of all species which belong to the same dependency tree. For their size distribution we need the lifetime of such a tree, which equals the already known lifetime distribution of species, and we need the size of a tree after a certain lifetime. We call s il the number of species, which are dependent on the root species i and live at level l, and S i = l s il the size of the corresponding tree. Since every species at level l = 1 is the root of its own tree, s i0 = 1. The total number of species living at level l is n l = i s il and the total number of species in the system is N = l n l . In each time step n l new species are produced at level l (µn l if we would not use dimensionless time) and to a good approximation this is the number of species placed at level l (the errors of this approximation at all levels sum up to zero because the diffusion process is conservative). Each of these new species will be dependent on one species at the level below, thus only a fraction of
will become a part of tree i. Hence, the growth of s il is
where
. By substituting n l with equation S14 we get an expression for f (l, t),
Recall that the level distribution n l (t) follows a Gaussian distribution with a variance σ 2 t = 2γt (compare equation S14). We approximate f (l, t) by ignoring high levels where n l (t) ≈ 0 and including a constant fraction of species located at levels within σ standard deviations. The long-term limit of f ( σ, t) is
which means that we can assume f (l, t) = 1 for all l ≤ σ. Using this approximation, equation S19 reduces to a simple differential equation.
If species i appears at time t = t i , we have s i1 (t) = 1 for t ≥ t i and we can calculate the other levels with a solution of equation S22,
The lifetime distribution of a dependency tree S i is the same as the lifetime distribution of species L T (a) = e −a (equation S18). The probability to die at an age a = t − t i within the interval A should equal the probability to have a size within the size interval S(A) at the moment of death.
The probability density P (S) is the size distribution of the extinction events
Extinction rate distribution in systems with exponentially increasing extinction rates
In addition to the extinction size S as the number of species that go extinct in a single extinction event we define the rate r as the number of species that go extinct within m extinction events occurring in a unit time step. As we assume the number of extinction events m to grow on average exponentially, m(t) = αe βt , α, β being positive constants, the probability p(m) for any series of extinctions whose total number add up to m is given by
We represent the size vector of a series of m extinction events with sizes (S 1 , S 2 , ..., S m ) by S ∈ N m (N are the natural numbers). This series contains r = S 1 = m i=1 S i species and, if the S i are uncorrelated and P (S) ∼ S −2 , occurs with probability
i . The probability for the extinction of r species, in a series of m events within a unit time step, is given by the sum over all m-dimensional vectors of norm r,
where Q mr = { S ∈ N m |r = S 1 } is the boundary of an m-dimensional simplex. A proper way to discriminate between the extinction size S and the extinction rate r is the conditional extinction rate distribution, obtained by combining Eq. (S27) and Eq. (S28),
Eq. (S29) describes the probability density for the integer extinction rate r, in any time interval with at most M extinction events per time step. The upper limit m max = min {r, M } guarantees the summation over non-zero probabilities. This relation allows us to prove that in any ecosystem where the number of extinction events increases exponentially and the size of single extinction events is distributed as q(S|1) =: P (S) ∼ S −2 , fluctuations in the extinction rate r are characterized by a bimodal extinction rate distribution, as shown in fig. S2 . Next we show that for r M the extinction rate distribution follows the power law D M (r) ∼ r −1 , where above r M there is a transition to D M (r) ∼ r −2 . 
Approximations of the extinction rate distribution
To expand the extinction rate distribution D M (r) for small and for large rates r we solve q m ( S) for extrema on S ∈ Q mr by using Lagrange multipliers as
where { e 1 , ..., e r } is the standard basis of N m . Equation S31 shows that the minimum of q m ( S) on Q mr is a vector in which all components have the same value [6] . The probability q m ( S) increases with the distance (1-norm) of S to the minimum vector and reaches its maximum at the extreme points of Q mr , the vectors in which all components are 1 except for one component, which gathers the remaining species (r − m + 1). We define two subsets of Q mr = Q 
r ,
where H (2) r π 2 6 is the generalized harmonic number of order 2.
S6
Case r M Here, m max is independent of r and the outer sum ends at m max = M . Again, Q 
for example to produce a plot of D M (r) as seen in figure S2 , is very time-consuming for large rates r because Q mr may contain a large number of vectors. Here we show how to calculate q(r|m) as a recursive expression, which does not require to find the vectors of Q mr . The probability for a sequence represented by the vector S = (S 1 , S 2 , ..., S m ) is equal to the product of the probabilities of the two vector decomposition S = (S 1 , S 2 , ..., S m−1 ) and S = (S m ).
In this way we can express q(r|m) as the Cauchy product of q(r|m − 1) and q(r|1),
To compute q(r|m) for all r within the scope of interest we need to compute only a first sequence (q(r|1)) r = (q(1|1), q(2|1), q(3|1), ...) and repeatedly apply a convolution algorithm to get the succeeding sequence (q(r|m)) r = (q(r|m − 1)) r * (q(r|1)) r .
